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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to describe the spatial adjunct (SA) of
motion verbs in the Middle Egyptian of the Coffin Texts.
Verbs expressing both position and displacement are
understood here as “motion verbs”. After a brief
presentation of the corpus and methodological approach, a
basic theoretical framework is proposed, followed by a
description of the spatial adjunct in the domain of the
verbal sentence. Notions of interior space, the nature of
space and limited/unlimited space are analysed, showing
their relevance to the subject under study. This is followed
by some theoretical reflections on the valential position of the
spatial adjunct and its closeness to direct and indirect
objects. In this respect, G. Lazard’s concept of “objectal
zone” seems to be very useful. Finally, the resulting twelve
spatial functions are illustrated with their respective tables,
showing the prepositions used according to the criteria
imposed on the description.
Der Beitrag behandelt die räumliche Ergänzung der
“Verben der Bewegung” im Mittelägyptischen der
Sargtexte. Als “Verben der Bewegung” werden dabei
solche aufgefasst, die eine Position oder eine
Ortsveränderung ausdrücken. Nach einer kurzen
Darstellung des Corpus` und der methodischen
Herangehensweise wird ein methodischer Rahmen
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entwickelt, gefolgt von einer Beschreibung der räumlichen
Ergänzung im Zusammenhang mit dem Verbalsatz. Die
unterschiedliche Wahrnehmung von Innenräumen und die
Analyse unterschiedlicher Charakterisierungen von
unbegrenztem und begrenztem Raum sind in der
vorliegenden Studie von besonderer Bedeutung. Es folgen
theoretische Überlegungen über die Valenzposition der
räumlichen Ergänzung und über deren Nähe zu direkten
und indirekten Objekten. In diesem Zusammenhang
erweist sich G. Lazards Begriff der “objectal zone” als sehr
nützlich. Abschließend werden die erarbeiteten zwölf
räumlichen Funktionen in ihren jeweiligen Tabellen
dargestellt, unter Angabe der Präpositionen nach Maßgabe
der in der Beschreibung entwickelten Kriterien.

ABBREVIATIONS USED FOR THE GLOSSES
1, 2, 3

First, second, third person

D

Dual

EXCL

Exclamation

F

Feminine

FUT

Future

IMPL

Implicative

INF

Infinitive

M

Masculine

MOD

Modal

N

Deceased’s proper name

NEG

Negation

PART

Particle

PARTIT

Partitive

PFV

Perfective

PL

Plural

SG

Singular
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1. CORPUS AND CRITERION
The aim of this paper is to present a general description of the
spatial adjunct (SA) in Middle Egyptian according to the data from
the Coffin Texts (CT)1 and from a semantic viewpoint.2 In order to
do so, the prepositions3 introducing an SA with motion verbs have
been systematically and exhaustively studied in the Coffin Texts,
the main funerary corpus written in Middle Egyptian (c. 2000–1500
BC): In all, more than 5,000 study cases have been individualised
and taken into consideration.4
Any verb with the valential structure p1 (first participant:
agent) + verb + p2 (second participant: space) has been considered
as a motion verb.5 The term agent is taken here in its broadest
sense (not as opposed to undergoer): It is not the agent that is correlated by a patient.6 This structure partially corresponds to that set
out by R. W. Langacker as trajector (p1) and landmark (p2).7 The
second participant of a motion verb so defined, i. e. the spatial
adjunct, may be a directional (provenance8, course9 or destination10)
1 De Buck’s edition is used, quoted as usual in Egyptological
literature as CT: see references.
2 DANEŃ (1964); HAGÈGE (1996); MALAISE – WINAND
(1999) 203–204; WINAND (2006) 7.
3 On prepositions, in general, see GUILLEMIN (1920);
BRØNDAL (1950); POTTIER (1962); LOPEZ (1970); BERTHONNEAU
– CADIOT (1993); SAINT-DIZIER (2005); PAPAHAGI (2005). On
Egyptian prepositions, see LE PAGE RENOUF (1873); ERMAN
(1928) §§ 442–456; SMITHER (1939); CLERE (1941–1947); GARDINER (1957) chap. XIV; SANDER-HANSEN (1956) §§ 289–308;
DEINES – WESTENDORF (1957); ANTHES (1969); JUNGE (1973);
ROCCATI (1975); HANNIG et al. (1986); LOPRIENO (1995) § 4.7;
MALAISE – WINAND (1999) chap. XVI; ALLEN (2000) §§ 8.1–8.10.
4 GRACIA (2008).
5 LEMARECHAL (1989) 204. 207–208; LAZARD (1994) 98;
PALMER (1996) 5. 32–33. 201.
6 For the mutual relationship between agent and patient, see
DOWTY (1991).
7 LANGACKER (1987) § 6.3 (mainly page 234).
8 The term source is frequently used in linguistic literature
written in English.
9 The term path is sometimes used: see for example SVOROU
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or a locative. In the first case, the verb is a displacement verb; in
the second case, a position verb.11 It seems clear that the term motion verbs is not the most appropriate for this kind of verb, which
would be better labelled as spatial verbs, but the term is already
habitual in specialised literature and it would be pointless to reject
it, as it turns out to be linguistically relevant.12

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
For simple practical purposes, and in order to obtain a general
description of the SAs, the following theoretical framework of
spatial functions13 is accepted. It results from combining the features of provenance, course, destination and locative, on the one
hand, with those of inside, outside and general, on the other:14
SPATIAL
FUNCTIONS

Provenance

Destination Course

Locative

Inside

Elative
Illative
(from inside) (into)

Endo-coursive Inessive
(through)
(in)

Outside

Ablative
(from
outside)

Allative
(to)

Exocoursive15
(by)

General

Originating
(from)

Conclusive Coursive
(to, towards) (via)

Adessive
(out of)
Essive
(at)

Table 1

(1994) 27–29.
10 The term goal is usually employed.
11 LAZARD (1994) 129.
12 GRACIA (2008) 1516–1518.
13 For the localist(ic) theory, see JESPERSEN (1924) chap. XIII;
HJELMSLEV (1935) § I, B, 2; KURIŁOWICZ (1949); POTTIER (1962);
FILLMORE (1968); ANDERSON (1971); BENNET (1972); DIEHL
(1975); DERVILLEZ-BASTUJI (1982) chap. XXI; LAMIROY (1988)
55; LYONS (1994) § 15.7.
14 LYONS (1971) § 7.4.6; COMRIE – SMITH (1977) § 2.1.1.5.
15 This seems to correspond to the Finnish prolative case.
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The English paraphrase proposed in brackets is merely indicative
of the meaning: It is clear that it may change depending on the
context.
Although this scheme as it stands is useful for a purely theoretical first approach, further features will nevertheless be required
to explain the use of the basic spatial prepositions in the Coffin
Texts, as I intend to demonstrate in this paper.
First of all (paragraphs 3–5), I propose to analyse the oppositions between these prepositions, to try and deduce their meaning
from their uses. Then (paragraph 6) an interpretation of the different semantic functions of the spatial adjunct in the Middle Egyptian of the Coffin Texts is set out.

3. PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF INTERIOR SPACE
In Egyptian, the basic spatial prepositions are ambiguous concerning the direction of motion, as is clearly exemplified by the well
known formula of the passage of the deceased:16

EX. 117
pr.n.(i)
m
go-out.PFV.1SG in

pr.(i)
house.1SG

hA.n.(i)
m
iz.(i)
go-down.PFV.1SG in tomb.1SG
pr.(i)
house.1SG

grg.(w)
still.3SGM

iwa.(i)
a.f
nxt.(w)
descendants.1SG hand.3SGM strong.3SGM

16 POLOTSKY (1965) 14; see also GOEDICKE (1955) and
ASSMANN (2001) chap. 13.
17 Implicite elements are written in round brackets. All other
philological signs are omitted in this paper. Glosses are reduced to
a minimum, mainly those specifically relating to Egyptian grammatical issues.
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“It is only my house being still (and) my descendants,
their hand, being strong, that I have gone up out of my
house (and) that I have gone down into my tomb.”
This passage shows quite clearly that the preposition m can mean
either the provenance or destination space, but this is not inherent
to the meaning of this preposition. What is pertinent to the meaning of the preposition m is the existence or the absence of interior
space for the entity marked by it: m can only follow a motion to or
from inside a space (i. e. illative or elative).
The same may be said about the preposition r, but this time, it
is exteriority in relation to an entity with interior space which is
expressed: r may mark motion to or from outside a space (i. e.
allative or ablative).18 This fact becomes quite clear when two verbs
of opposed directions are both followed by one and the same SA:

EX. 2 (CT IV 82 d)
iw
Sm iw N pn
r
PART go come N this to / from (the exterior of)
Hn.t
p.t
nb
Dr
limit.SGF sky.SGF lord all
“This N goes to (the exterior of) (and) comes from (the
exterior of) the limit of the sky of the Lord of All.”
It thus seems that the opposition inside (m) / outside (r) is only
possible with entities possessing interior space. Entities lacking
interior space have this opposition neutralised and are usually
marked by Hr (originating and conclusive functions)19, as is the case
of war.t “plateau”, whose originating function may be exemplified
by

EX. 3 (CT III 257 c)
zwr.k
drink.2SGM
18
19

m nw (n) m.w
of these water.PLM

FRANKE (1998) 52–53.
The Hebrew preposition “ עלon” behaves very similarly.
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wab.w
pr.w
pure.PLM spring.PLM
Hr
war.t
tw
n.t
niw.tyw
on plateau.SGF that of.SGF citizen.PL
“May you drink of these pure waters sprung out from
that plateau of the citizens!”
Its conclusive function also occurs in
EX. 4 (CT VI 247 l)
iw.kA.f
Hr war.t
tw
n.t
come.FUT.3SGM on plateau.SGF that of.SGF
inn.w
nxnx
expectation.SGM child
“[...] then he will come to that plateau of child expectation.”
In general linguistics, it has already been remarked that there are
prepositions which introduce terms which must possess a “dimension”, while other terms are not specified in this sense.20 In Egyptian, A. H. Gardiner had already noted the “indefinition” of the
preposition Hr.21 In consequence, the question is to determine
which entities possess interior space and which do not. In order to
obtain a description of all analysed cases, an overall study of spatial
prepositions has been carried out on the Coffin Texts. I present
here, in summary, the conclusions of this study.

3.1.
Animate non-divine entities have no interior space, but in the plural (with the preposition mm “among”) and dual (with the preposition imytw “between”) they behave as if they did. So, see
LÓPEZ (1970) 79; WAUGH (1976); LAFFORD (1986) 553–
564; LYONS (1994) 696–697. 703.
21 GARDINER (1957) § 165.1.
20
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EX. 5 (CT IV 346 c)
m
iw
Hr.i
NEG come on.1SG
“Do not come towards me (= N)!”,
but

EX. 6 (CT VI 276 I)
i
nTr pw prr
hA.f
EXCL god that go-up go down.3SG
mm.sn
anx.w
among.3PLM living.PLM
“Oh, you god who goes up, one who goes down among
them, the living!”
Animate collectives may behave either like plurals (preposition mm)
or like inanimates (preposition m):

EX. 7 (CT VII 384 b)
ir
z nb n.ty m Sms.w.f
PART man any who in retinue.SGM.3SGM
iw.f
anx.(w)
D.t
mm / m
PART.3SGM live.3SGM forever among / in
Sms.w
n EHwty
retinue.SGM of Thoth
“As for any man who (is) in his retinue, he lives forever
among / in the retinue of Thoth.”
When an animate seems to possess interior space, such a term appears instead of the term “body” or similar: In the Coffin Texts,
this is very typical of the deceased. For instance, in
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EX. 8 (CT IV 330 l)
n(n)
hb.w
ds.w.sn
NEG sink.FUT knife.PLM.3PL

im.i
in.1SG

“Their knives shall not sink into me.”

3.2.
All animate divine entities possess interior space: The preposition
m can be used with them. For example, in

EX. 9 (CT VI 198 a)
ink wnb pr m Ra awa
pr
me flower issued in Re flower issued
m Ax.t
in horizon.SGF
“It is me the wnb-flower which issued from Re, the awaflower which issued from the horizon.”

3.3.
Inanimate entities can possess or lack interior space.

3.3.1.
Inanimate entities with interior space are the following:
- buildings, parts of buildings and seats:

EX. 10 (CT I 41 b)
pr
go-out
m
in

n.k
IMPL

m
pr.k
in house.2SGM

s.t.k
m
bw nb
place.SGF.2SGM in place any

ntk
im
2SGM there
“Go out, you, from your house, from your place, from
any place where you (are)!”
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- containers in the broad sense (e. g. vases, nets, baskets, boxes,
ships):

EX. 11 (CT VII 473 m)
ir
z
nb
iw.t(y)
PART man any who-not
rx.n.f
mdw.t.sn
know.PFV.3SGM word.SGF.3PL
xr.(w).f
m inn.wt
n.t
fall.FUT.3SGM in net.SGF of.SGF
in.t
im
netting.SGF there
“As for every man who does not know their (= guardians`) word, he shall fall into the net of netting therein.”
- masses (e. g. x.t “thing”, fire, liquids, winds, organic and mineral
matters like tA “earth” or it “emmer”):

EX. 12 (CT III 337 a)
r
spell

n
ao m
sD.t
of go-in in flame.SGF

pr.t
m
sD.t
go-out.INF in flame.SGF
r-HA
p.t
to-behind sky.SGF
“Spell of going into the flame (and of) going out of the
flame, to the behind of the sky.”
- natural sites or territorial divisions conceived as having volume (e.
g. Ax.t “horizon”, iA.t “mound”):

EX. 13 (CT II 37 g)
wp.i
wA.t
n Ra
sod.f
r
open.1SG way.SGF for Re sail.3SGM to
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Ax.t
imn.tt
horizon.SGF western.SGF
“May I open a way for Re, for him to sail to the western
horizon!”
- body parts with cavities (e. g. ib “heart”, r “mouth”):

EX. 14 (CT V 397 j–l)
sdA.i
m iwf.sn
trembling.1SG in flesh.3PL
nrw.i
fear.1SG
xr.sn(y) m
fall.3D in

m
in

Hr.sn
face.3PL
ib.w.sn
heart.PLM.3PL

“Trembling of me (is) in their flesh, fear of me (is) in
their faces (as) both of them fall into their hearts.”
- plants:

EX. 15 (CT IV 153 f)
xa
ir.t
Ra-tm
appear eye.SGF Re-Atum
m
bb.t
in bb.t-plant.SGF
“The eye of Re-Atum has appeared in the bb.t-plant.”
- deictic terms (e. g. aA “here”, Tn “where?”):

EX. 16 (CT V 167 D)
h(A).y
m Htp Ax
apr
n
go-down.MOD in peace spirit equipped of
zSn.t
xft sAH m p.t
rs.t
zSn.SGF like Orion in sky.SGF southern.SGF
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r
Tn zp 2 r bw
to where time 2 to place
nt(y)
wsir im r rd(w)
which Osiris there to stairs
“May the equipped spirit of the zSn.t-building go down
in peace like Orion (does) in the southern sky! To where?
-twice- To the place where Osiris is, to the stairs.”
- zones of light and darkness (e. g. Sw “sunlight”):

EX. 17 (CT IV 50 I)
[...] Hms.i
m Sw
Sy.t
sit.1SG in sunlight dry-wind.SGF
“[...] that is for me to sit down in the sunlight, in the dry
wind.”
- durative actions (e. g. iw.t “come”), states (e. g. bAg “inertia”),
nominalised actions (e. g. pXr.t “circuit”) and some temporal divisions (e. g. wnw.t “hour”):

EX. 18 (CT VII 214 g)
i.n.i
m pXr.t
n.t
iwn
come.PFV.1SG in circuit.SGF of.SGF pillar
Hr
mH.tt
wbA
kkw
Horus north.SGF hole darkness
“It is out of the circuit of Horus’ pillar, which (is) in the
north of the hole of darkness, that I have come.”

3.3.2.
Inanimate entities without interior space are less numerous. These
are:
- body parts without cavities (e. g. ns “tongue”):
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EX. 19 (CT VI 376 h)
[...] rmT iri
prr.t
Hr
ns.sn
people done issue.3SGF on tongue.3PL
“[...] people who have done what issues from (lit. on)
their tongue.”
- “surfaces” (e. g. xAs.t “steppe”, wA.t “way”):

EX. 20 (CT II 150 g–i)
hAA.k
Hr
wA.t
imn.tt
go-down.2SGM on way.SGF western.SGF
Dr-ntt
aA.(s)
nDm.s
because large.3SGF pleasant.3SGF
osn
iAb.tt
Sr.s
difficult eastern.SGF small.3SGF
“It is upon the western way that you go down, because it
is large (and) pleasant, (whereas) the eastern one is difficult (and) small.”
- “lines” like supporting elements (e. g. wdH “offering table”) and
closing elements (e. g. inb “wall”, inm “skin”):

EX. 21 (CT I 263 c–d)
zwr.k
xA.w
n irt.t
pr
drink.2SGM bowl.SGM of milk.SGF issue
Hr
wDH.w
hrw
sn.wt
on offering-table.PLM day 6th-day-feast
“May you drink the bowl of milk issued from the offering tables on the 6th day feast!”
- punctual actions (e. g. Dd.t.n.f “what he has said”) and “negative”
actions (e. g. iw.tt “non-existence”):
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EX. 22 (CT I 385 a–b)
[...]

xpr-Ds.f
iwty
wDb.n.f
Self-created who-not return.PFV.3SGM

Hr
on

Dd.t.n.f
say.SGF.PFV.3SGM

[...]

“[...] the Self-created, who never returns from what he
has said [...].”

3.4.
The preposition m can replace the prepositions (mainly Hr) marking
entities without interior space in the case of resumptive, massive,
plural and dual SAs.

EX. 23 (CT IV 53 d)
iri
n.i
wA.t
swA.i
make for.1SG way.SGF pass.1SG

im22.s
in.3SGF

“Make me a way, that I may pass by it!”

3.5.
SAs with interior space tend to be transitivized better than SAs
without interior space (14 to 1), but this may not be pertinent because, as I said, the first kind of SA is much more numerous than
the second. Transitivization is mainly present with SAs of course
and destination: And this is really relevant.

3.6.
Entities without interior space can not fulfill spatial functions with
the feature “inside”, i. e. elative, illative, endo-coursive and inessive.

4. NATURE OF THE SPACES
SA’s entities can be animate or inanimate. This opposition is clear
for the allative: r is used for inanimates and n for animates.23
22

Proclitic writing of the preposition m.
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EX. 24 (CT I 12 b)
iw.t.k
r
niw.t
wr.t
come.MOD.2SGM to town.SGF great.SGF
“May you come to the great town!”

EX. 25 (CT V 363 e)
sDA.i
pr.y.i
n ini.(w)
sw
cross.1SG go-out.MOD.1SG to bring.SGM him

“May I cross and go up to him who brought him (= the
god Hotep)!”
The same mark (preposition n) is used for animate allative and
indirect object24, which sometimes makes it difficult to distinguish
between the two. A. Roccati remarked implicitly on the opposition
r / n for the allative when he wrote about the preference of the
verb ii / iw “come” for the preposition n25, a preference well attested in the Coffin Texts, because 10 out of the 14 animate allatives
follow that verb. This is due to the deictic character of the verb ii /
iw, which expresses a motion towards the speaker (12 out of 14
animate non-divine allatives are in the first person singular) or the
place where (s)he is, either really or psychologically.26 It is obvious
that the speaker being an animate, the preposition n is used. As a
matter of fact, the allative is the only spatial function that this
preposition can mark and this is almost anecdotal when compared
to the hundreds of examples of n as a mark for the indirect object.

GARDINER (1957) § 164.1.
According to PALMER (1994) 32–33 the feature that allows
the semantic unity between beneficiary and allative is precisely
animacy (and human).
25 ROCCATI (1975).
26 FILLMORE (1966); FILLMORE (1983); DEPUYDT (1985a);
DEPUYDT (1985b).
23
24
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Nevertheless, a further distinction must be made, since the allative of divine entities is marked by the preposition xr.27

EX. 26 (CT IV 56 c)
it.i
father.1SG

wsir
Osiris

mk
wi
PART 1SG

i.kwi
xr.k
come.1SG to.2SGM
“My father, Osiris! Here I am coming to you.”
In this case, no confusion is possible between the allative (with xr)
and the indirect object (with n).

EX. 27 (CT VII 37 c–d)
iw.sn(y) n wsir di.sn(y)
pr.f
come.3D for Osiris cause.3D go-out.3SGM
m-xnt
at-forehead

psD.t
ennead.SGF

“They (= Horus and Thoth) come for Osiris (and) make
him go out at the head of the Ennead.”
Now, we saw in paragraph 3.2 that only divine animates among all
animates have interior space. It seems that the allative preposition
xr is in the middle of an animacy gradient between the inanimate
allative preposition r and the animate allative preposition n: In fact,
the basic meaning of the preposition xr is “in the area of”.28 In
other words, divine animates (gods and other divine-like entities)
are considered in Egyptian as “areas” having a specific character.

27 In the Pyramid Texts, this preposition can also mark
inanimates, apparently non-divinised (PT § 1188 c–d); see ANTHES
(1954) 46 and n. 160 and animates (PT § 1160 a); see EDEL (1954–
1964) § 768.
28 EDEL (1954–1964) § 768 (a).
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A last category of entities, concerning nature, should be taken
into account: divinised inanimates.29 It is the case, among others, of
iz “tomb”, doors, and boat parts. For example, the tomb (a divinised inanimate) can say to the deceased:

EX. 28 (CT I 182 h)
imi
zb.(w)
cause pass.SGM

Tw
2SGM

r.i
to.1SG

“Do proceed (lit. make the proceeding, you,) to me!”
Here, the preposition r marks the allative, and not, as would be the
case for an animate, the opposition case: Divine inanimates are
marked the same way as inanimates.

5. SPACES WITH OR WITHOUT A LIMIT
The notion of limit30 may seem less usual than those of space and
animacy considered in the previous paragraphs, but it has not been
completely disregarded in general linguistics; for example, in G.
Lakoff and M. Johnson’s words:
“We are physical beings, bounded and set off from the rest of
the world by the surface of our skins, and we experience the
rest of the world as outside us. Each of us is a container, with a
bounding surface and an in-out orientation. We project our
own in-out orientation onto other physical objects that are
bounded by surfaces. Thus we also view them as containers
with an inside and an outside. (...) even where there is no natural physical boundary that can be viewed as defining a container, we impose boundaries (...)”.31

LAZARD (1994) 192 and n. 1.
The importance of this idea in Egyptian culture has been
emphasized by HORNUNG (1996) 79–92; ENGLUND (1999);
BRUNNER-TRAUT (2002) 430–440, who quotes Alois Riegl as the
one who first recognized it.
31 see LAKOFF – JOHNSON (1980) 29. For the notion of limit
applied to the Greek verb βαίνω, see LÉTOUBLON (1985) 138–140.
29
30
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In Egyptian, the notion is well expressed by the preposition r32. An
excellent example of this feature of the preposition r is:

EX. 29 (CT VI 23 o)33
n-ntt
N pn
rx.(w)
because N this know.3SGM

s(y)
3SGF

r
dbA.w
Hr.w
from float.PLM upper.PLM
r
Dns.wt
to weights.PLF

Xr.(w)t
lower.PLF

“Because this N knows it (= the net) from the upper
floats to the lower weights (i. e. completely).”
This is why the preposition r can never mark the spatial functions
of course. For the same reason, this preposition is, on the contrary,
bound to mark the adessive of inanimate entities. This function is
quite clear in passages speaking about burials (smA-tA) in relation to
a town, which is usually introduced by the preposition r.34

EX. 30 (CT V 17 c)
smA-tA
r
join-earth to

iwnw
Heliopolis

“To be buried at Heliopolis.”
The notion of limit is also what explains why the preposition r
must be selected to mark the future III tense (r + infinitive), relation, opposition, finality, promotion, destiny, model and compari-

see VERNUS (1987) 173.
In this passage, a previous series of negative jussives
(subjunctive sDm.f + negative particle w) is legitimised by the
officiant in order to avoid the fishermen capturing the deceased.
34 see also CT V 64 d, V 65 d, V 166 j. With the preposition
m in CT V 14 c, V 14 j: In these cases it is perhaps the ensemble
of town and necropolis that should be understood.
32
33
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son standard. Semantic extensions such as these have been dealt
with elsewhere.35
Nevertheless, the notion of limit is not a feature exclusive to
the preposition r: It is also pertinent for the prepositionconjunction Dr, which introduces clauses of anterior, posterior but
not concomitant time. Be that as it may, what is more important
here is the fact that some entities possessing interior space also
have the “limit” feature, although it is only “activated” in a critical
case: With verbs whose meaning is strongly linked to the limits of
entities, especially if those verbs are achievements, i. e. punctual
and telic actions that happen precisely at a limit. This is, first of all,
the case of the verb ao “enter”: An achievement whose meaning
implies the access to an entity possessing interior space. This is
quite clear in comparing

EX. 31 (CT III 238 a–239 b)
Hms.(w).k
r.k
Xr
smA.w
sit.FUT.2SGM IMPL under branch.PLM
nh.wt
antyw m-sAH.t
Hw.t-Hr
trees.PLF myrrh in-touching.SGF Hathor36
“You (= N) shall sit down under the branches of the
myrrh-trees, touching Hathor.”
with

EX. 32 (CT III 237 b–239 b)
sam.(w).k
m
swallow.FUT.2SGM PARTIT
n.t
bd.t
of.SGF emmer.SGF

HD.t
white.SGF

m-ao.t
Hw.t-Hr
in-entry.SGF Hathor

35
36

GRACIA (2008) § 7.
A goddess’ proper name.

Hno.t
beer.SGF
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“You shall swallow beer of white emmer at the entry of
Hathor.”
The same is true in

EX. 33 (CT IV 329 m)
n
mA.n.sn
ao
r-Xn.w.s
NEG see.PFV.3PL go-in to-inside.3SGF
“One can not see the entry into (lit. to the inside) it (= a
porch).”
In the Coffin Texts, the verb ao is never accompanied by a SA of
provenance nor allatives of entities possessing interior space, but
only by two allatives of entities lacking interior space37, which clearly shows this very particular meaning. Precisely because of this
particularity, the prepositions marking the illative with this verb
undergo changes.
At first sight, one might think that such changes are a specific
characteristic of the SA expressing a limit and through which the
action of “entering” is performed, i. e. doors. But, after an exhaustive examination of all the SAs with the verb ao, there is no doubt
that this kind of entity behaves like the rest of SAs possessing interior space38.
In consequence, the explanation of this alteration for the illative must be found elsewhere. As a matter of fact, there is a difference between the entities of illative SAs with the verb ao that are
marked by m (the general mark for the illative) and those marked,
surprisingly, by r (the usual mark for allative inanimates). G. Lakoff
and M. Johnson again contribute a theoretical reflection that perfectly explains this phenomenon in Egyptian. These authors consider containers (i. e. entities with boundaries) to be divided into
substances (e. g. water) and objects (e. g. tub).39 These two kinds of
entities exactly map the data from the Coffin Texts concerning
CT IV 290 c–291 c (B9Ca), CT VI 388 m.
At least for the coursive and endo-coursive, which are the
only spatial functions attested with doors as SAs of the verb ao.
39 LAKOFF – JOHNSON (1980) 30.
37
38
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illatives with the verb ao, respectively marked by m or r. Entities
possessing interior space must then be further distinguished: Those
without limits (Lakoff’s and Johnson’s substances) have the illative
with the verb ao marked by m; but those with limits (Lakoff’s and
Johnson’s objects) have the illative marked by r. Those marked by
m are masses, for instance, fire, liquids, earth, air; it should be noted that the same preposition is also used to mark the partitive,
which is only possible with masses.40 Whereas those marked by r
are entities with limits, like body parts, buildings and building parts,
towns and geographical places. Here are two examples, respectively:

EX. 34 (CT VII 30 a)
r
n
spell of

ao
go-in

m tA
in earth

“Spell of going into the earth.”

EX. 35 (CT II 290 b – 291 b)
ao
r
pr
wsir
n
Ddw
go-in to house Osiris of Busiris
“To go into the temple of Osiris of Busiris.”
Still, this is not a phenomenon exclusive to the verb ao: There is a
full series of verbs, with different degrees of transitivity, that also
imply the notion of limit, which is why their SAs or circumstantial
adjuncts are predominantly marked by the preposition r. These are
verbs that express:
- an action affecting the exterior part of an entity, that part being a
surface or a point, a part that is a target41 (e. g. wAH “place down”,
sTi “cast, throw”, dmi “touch”) or
LAZARD (1994) 191–204.
For this kind of verb, see GARDINER (1957) § 163.1. The
related expression dmD r “total” (lit. “put together to”), which
strongly implies the notion of limit, is commented by JAMES
(1962) 39.
40
41
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- a negative or dangerous reference point42 (e. g. imn “hide”, wAi
“be far”43, zAw “keep out”).
For example, respectively:

EX. 36 (CT VI 295 i)
sT(i).f
pAz.k
r
tA
throw.3SGM bowl.2SGM to earth
“May he (= N) cast your44 bowl to the ground!”

EX. 37 (CT VII 41 g)
zA
Tw
r
S
keep-out 2SGM from lake

wr
great

“Keep yourself out of the Great Lake!”
Further study must be done on these verbs in order to properly
understand their “Aktionsart” and valential structure.45

6. THE SPATIAL ADJUNCT
Destination is the most frequently expressed spatial function: This
is not surprising46, since destination is the psycholinguistically predominant spatial function.47 The second spatial function in frequency is course, and then provenance. In other words: There is a
scale of space (provenance being the least frequent, and destination
the most) that parallels a scale of information: Provenance, where
the first participant is prototypically placed, is the least informative
element; destination, where the second participant is prototypically
42
43
44
45
46

51.

For this kind of verbs, see GARDINER (1957) § 163.8.
For this verb, see FRANKE (1998).
gbgA-bird’s.
see WINAND (2006) 125, n. 113.
see mainly BOONS (1988) 35, table S; LAMIROY (1988) 50–

CLARK – GARNIKA (1974) 559. 568. 570. 571; CLARK
(1978) 112, n. 5. 116; VANDELOISE (1988) 109 and n. 13; RICHARD – VERSTIGGEL (1990) 119.
47
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placed, is the most informative.48 This fact seems to confirm S.
Delancey’s hypothesis that there is a flow of attention from the
source to the goal (both terms in the broad sense).49 These two
scales parallel a scale of transitivity50, but only partially: Among all
the SAs without a preposition (Ø), 68.9% are courses, 27.3% destinations (of which 77.7% are illative), and 3.8% are provenances. In
fact, course is mainly marked by Ø, then by Hr, less frequently by m
and never by r. The favoured marking of this spatial function by Ø
proves the semantic proximity between the SA and the direct object: Both belong to the objectal zone.51
On the other hand, among the 26 cases of alternation preposition / Ø attested in the Coffin Texts, the preposition m occurs 14
times (6 endo-coursive, 5 illative and 3 elative), the preposition r 7
times (6 allative and 1 adessive) and the preposition Hr 5 times (2
coursive, 2 conclusive and 1 essive). In other words, the preposition Hr, which does not have the “interior space” feature, rarely
tends to alternate with Ø, whilst the prepositions m and r, which
have that feature, easily alternate with Ø, especially m. The “interior
space” feature of these two prepositions brings them near to the
mark of the direct object (Ø), because the action of motion “affects” the SA more completely if it happens inside of it (in which
case m is used) or at least at its limit (in which case r is used). In
short: The “interior space” feature is close to the “transformation”
feature which is characteristic of the typical direct object: The patient. This explains why the most frequent alternation preposition /
Ø is m / Ø. Nor is it a coincidence that animates, typically subjects
and indirect objects, have no interior space. It will be recalled here
that D. R. Dowty considers the “movement” feature to be a characteristic of the agent (as opposed to the patient).52 The alternation
m / Ø and the preferential marking of Ø for the spatial function of
course prove the existing continuum in the objectal zone between

see VANDELOISE (1988) 77; CIFUENTES (1999) 110.
DELANCEY (1981); LAZARD (1994) 226.
50 see HOPPER – THOMPSON (1980) 266 (mainly); WINAND
(2006) 90. 122.
51 LAZARD (1994) 95–96. 98. 123. 138.
52 DOWTY (1991) 572.
48
49
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the direct object53 and the SA: The spatial function of course (especially, the endo-coursive) and the illative are semantically very close
to the patient.54 As we saw in 4, we should add to this interpretation that the indirect object (typically, the beneficiary) is semantically close to the allative (animate). In conclusion, there seems to be a
correspondence among the three linguistic viewpoints (semantic,
pragmatic and syntactic), with three corresponding scales: of space,
information and transitivity.
To sum up the semantic description of the SAs proposed in
this paper, I shall show the prepositions that mark spatial functions
as they occur in the Coffin Texts in twelve tables, ordered by spatial function: locative (essive, inessive, adessive), course (coursive,
endo-coursive, exo-coursive), destination (conclusive, illative, allative), and provenance (originating, elative, ablative). The most
frequent prepositions are written in bold letters. The absence of
preposition is indicated by Ø. The prepositions under study are: HrAw “along”, (m)-Hr-ib “in the middle”, imytw “between”, Hr-a.wy /
(n)-tp-a.wy “in front of”, m-ao.t “at the entry of”, m-bAH “in the
presence of”, m “in”, mm “among”, n “to”, r “to, out of”, rrmn.wy “beside”, HA “around, behind”, r-HA “to the neighbourhood, to the behind”, m-HA.t “in front of”, Hr “on, at”, n-Hr “in
front of”, xft (-Hr) “opposite”, (m)-xnt “in front of, ahead”, Hr-xnt
“at / by the front of”, r-xnt “to the front of”, xr “by, to”, m-xsf.w
“opposite”, xt “all along”, m / Hr-xt “behind”, (m)-xtxt.(w)
“along”, m-Xn.w “inside”, r-Xn.w “into”, Xr “under”, m / r-sA “behind”, m-sAH.t “touching, close to”, r-gs “beside”, tp “over, towards”, m-tp “over”, r-tp “to the front of”, Hr-tp “on top of” and
tp-m “towards”.

The opposition m / Ø in marking the direct object is a
perennial subject of discussion in Egyptological literature that will
not be commented on here. see JAMES (1962) 104; SILVERMAN
(1980); MALAISE – WINAND (1999) § 431; WINAND (2006) 89.
137–149; PEUST (2008).
54 I leave this matter, concerning the “Aktionsart” of the
verbs implied, for later publication. see LEVIN – RAPPAPORT
(1992) 261; CIFUENTES (1999) 106. 109. 131–133; WINAND (2006)
130. 139; see also DOWTY (1991) 569 (for the related subject of
the incremental theme).
53
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6.1. LOCATIVE
ESSIVE

Inanimate
Animate
(divine & not)

Animate & divine

With
interior space

Hr, xt, tp

-

Without
interior space

Hr, Ø, m55

Hr, tp, m-xsf.w -

Hr, tp-a.wy, m-xsf.w

Table 2
INESSIVE

Inanimate
(divine & not)

Animate56

Animate & divine

With
interior space

m, Ø, (m)-Hr-ib, m, mm
imytw, m-Xn.w

m, m-Hr-ib, imytw,
mm

Without
interior space

-

-

-

Animate

Animate & divine

Table 3
ADESSIVE

Inanimate
(divine & not)

With
interior space

r, Ø, HA, xnt, m- xnt, m-sA, m-tp,
Hr-tp

Without
interior space

r, HA, Xr

m-xnt, m-bAH, r57, rrmn.wy, HA, m-HA.t,
xft, xnt, xr, m-sAH.t,
m-ao.t, r-gs, m-tp,
Hr-tp, Ø

r, Xr, xft-Hr, m-xnt, m-sA,
r-gs, Hr-tp

Table 4
55

An exception to my description: CT III 114 d (with wA.t
“way”).
56 Only collectives.
57
With verbs implying the notion of limit (see paragraph 5).
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6.2. COURSE
COURSIVE

Inanimate
(divine & not)

Animate

Animate & divine

With
interior space

Ø, Hr, xt, tp

-

Ø, Hr, Hr-Aw

Without
interior space

Ø, Hr, xt, xtxt,
tp

Ø, Hr

-

Table 5
ENDOCOURSIVE

Inanimate
(divine & not)

Animate58

Animate & divine

With
interior space

Ø, m, Hr-ib, mXn.w, imytw

mm, m

Ø, imytw, m, mm,
m-xtxt.w

Without
interior space

-

-

-

Table 6
EXOCOURSIVE

Inanimate
(divine & not)

Animate

Animate & divine

With
interior space

Ø, HA, Hr-xnt,
Xr, Hr-tp

Xr59

Ø, m-bAH, HA, Xr

Without
interior space

Hr-tp

Ø, HA, xft,
xft-Hr

-

Table 7

58
59

Only collectives.
Collective.
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6.3. DESTINATION
CONCLUSIVE Inanimate
(divine & not)

Animate

Animate & divine

With
interior space

Hr, Hr-xt, tp,
tp-m, Ø

-

n-tp-a.wy, Hr, mxsf.w, m-xt, tp-m

Without
interior space

Hr, m60

Hr-a.wy, tp- a.wy, Hr, mxsf.w, m-xt

Table 8
ILLATIVE

Inanimate
(divine & not)

Animate

Animate & divine

With
interior space

m, Hr-ib,
imytw, r61, mXn.w, r-Xn.w,
Ø

mm, m,
imytw62

m, imytw, mm, r63, Ø

m64

-

Without interior space
Table 9

60

Plurals.
With the verb ao and similar (see paragraph 5) and the expression hAi + r + bark “to embark”.
62
These three prepositions, only with collectives.
63
With the verb ao.
64
The deceased in the sense of “body” (see paragraph 3).
61
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ALLATIVE

Inanimate
(divine & not)

Animate

With
interior space

r, m-bAH, r-HA, m-xnt, r-xnt,
Xr, m-sA, r-tp,
Ø

Without
interior space

r, r-xnt, Xr, Ø

n, r66, HA,
Xr, m-sA

Animate & divine
xr, m-bAH, r65, HA, mHA.t, xft, xnt, Xr, msA, r-gs, r-tp, Ø
-

Table 10

6.4. PROVENANCE
ORIGINATING Inanimate
Animate
(divine & not)

Animate & divine

With
interior space

Hr, m-xt, tp

-

-

Without
interior space

Hr

-

-

Table 11

65
66

With verbs similar to ao (see paragraph 5).
With verbs similar to ao (see paragraph 5).
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ELATIVE

Inanimate
Animate
(divine & not)

Animate & divine

With
interior space

m, r67,
m-Xn.w,
r-Xn.w68, Ø

m69, mm70

m, mm, Ø

Without
interior space

m71

-

-

Table 12
ABLATIVE

Inanimate
Animate
(divine & not)

Animate & divine

With
interior space

r, Xr, r-sA

-

m-xnt, r-gs, r72

Without
interior space

Xr

Xr

-

Table 13

DR. CARLOS GRACIA ZAMACONA
C/ Santa Hortensia, 43–11 H.
28002 – Madrid (Spain).
e-mail: cruciral@yahoo.es

67

Due to the influence of the verb ao (factorized pri and ao
“go out and in”; alternation Sm / ao “go / enter”).
68
Due to the influence of the verb ao (factorized pri and ao
“go out and in”).
69
Collectives or resumptives. CT VII 486 g (m + nrw.t “out
of the vulture”) is an exception to this description.
70
Collective.
71
Two cases: One is a dual (CT III 33 a: sp.ty “lips”) and the
other seems to be a mistake (CT III 257 c (B1L)).
72
With verbs implying the notion of limit (see 5).
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